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Workshop Outcomes! 

You Will Need....

A computer 
This Mural Link ;)

Yourself 

Your willingness to particpate. 

How to use mural!

Icons are Here  Arrows and Connectors are here! Post it notes and Text boxes are
here! 

You'll get full perspective on the use of technology
to create a more interactive and engaging
destination experience for your visitors. Whilst
gamification is the focus of the workshop, it will of
course look more broadly at how new developments
in technology are applied, such as AR and VR.

Workshop Description

New ways to engage and improve the Visitor Experience are constantly
evolving, so it is essential for DMOs to keep on top the latest trends in
digital. Whilst gamification is something that the industry has talked about
for some time, many struggle to take this opportunity and really do
something meaningful with it, avoiding gimmicks!

The #DTTT has followed this trend closely, seen the good and the bad, but
at the heart of a good gamification strategy is pulling the right levers with
smartphone technology and capabilities to get visitors or customers engage
more.

Gamification is about getting to know your core audience, while at the same
time fostering brand loyalty and improving the digital visitor experience. With
so much potential, we will share a recent #DTTT Case Study from Laax,
showing how they've really mastered gamification as a core component of the
destination experience, then set you on a mission to strategise and ideate the
gamification opportunities which exist in your destination.

To aide with this, we're excited to have The Camp joining us for this
workshop on how to gamify the visitor experience. The Campus is an incredible
startup incubator in Provence in France, dedicated to the exploration of new
technologies and how they can transform the world we're living in. The Camp
have recently demonstrated use cases for AR and AI to change and
enhance the way in which we experience the world around us and will be
lending that incredible knowledge to the workshop group in this session.

Here's what you'll learn in this workshop:

Gaining Perspective on Gamification - how using technology to create more
interactive experiences can transform the overall visitor experience, enhance
loyalty and gather better insights on visitor behaviour.
Exploring Gamification Opportunities - through group ideation you'll be able to
fully explore the opportunities in gamification augment or enhance how
visitors experience you're destination.
Conceptualising and Prototyping - developing strong conceptual ideas and
putting prototype concepts to the public, to the group and to test your own
hypothesis on how they could transform the experiences.

Workshop Agenda! 

30 min inspiration :
- presentation of the camp and the Hive (collaborative residency where she took place)
- introduction on the notion of gamification, mentioning the difference and commun points
with game design, the importance of the scenario, and influence of the player on the
experience.
- series of examples from the low tech ones to the more complex ones

30 min emergence:
- collective ideas and themes to emerge. Lena defines 6 themes but she hopes to find more
working collectively with the participants.

1. How to define a place within a city and create paths between places?
2. How to connect people during visits?
3. How to exchange knowledge about a place?
4. How to manage flows and create routes?
5. How to build customer loyalty?
6. How to define the architecture of the landscape in the city?

30 min ideation :
- small group ideation on one of the themes chosen, with case study on Akershus Forteress.

1h prototype:
- in group, realisation of prototype

45 min:
- Pitch et debrief

Now that you have been immersed in inspiration, work together to ideate ideas around the themes Lena
has identified and find your own themes that would make a great starting part for gamifing the
visitor experience, using the sections below. 

Emergence!

Defining Places Within A City! 

Use this sesection to define different areas within your cities that could make great locations for creating a
gamified for visitor experience around. We have identified some examples for you. 

Museum Quater Arts Quater

Attractions National/City
Park

Creating Paths Between Places
Now that you've defined different locations for gamification within your cities, use this section to start
thinking about how you can use gamification to create paths between these places. 

Place A:

How can we gamify this
path:

Place B: Place A:

How can we gamify this
path:

Place B:

Place A:

How can we gamify this
path:

Place B: Place A:

How can we gamify this
path:

Place B:

Points of Connectivity. 

Next pick two of the places you have chosen and use the sections below to come up with ideas to
increase connectivity between visitors in those destinations. Again we've put a couple of answers in for
you to get you started. 

E.G Location based app 
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Exchanging knowledge about a place. 

How can use gamification within an experience to get visitors to exchange knowledge about a place. 
Use the section below to create ideas for a gameified sharing of knowledge between visitors.

How can it be
gameified?

What is the knowledge

What knowledge do you want
your visitors to share?

Who do you want them
to share that knowledge
with?

How can you make the
sharing of knowledge into a
gamified experience? 

What resources will you need
to do this?

Managing Flows and Creating Routes 

2. 
3.

4. 
5. 

How can you manage flows and create routes by gamifying the visitor experience? Use the
flow charts below to plan out some possible gamified routes within your destination.

Defining Architecture Of The Landscapes in The City

How can you use gamification to help define the architecture within your cities and encourage visitors
to interact with and learn about the landscape? Use the section below to map out your ideas. 

2. 
3.

4. 
5. 

2. 
3.

4. 
5. 

Learn

Visit 

Explore

How can you use gamification to encourage visitors to
learn about the architecture and landscape within your
destination

How can you use gamification to make your visito'rs experience when
visiting landmarks in your destination as easy as possible?

How can you use gamification to encourage your visitors to explore the
architecure and landscape within your destination, and encourage a wider
geographical spread?

Designing Your Own Prototype of a Gamified Experience

Now that you've had a look at how you can gamify different themes within the visitor experiences a you are going to have a go at
creating your own gamified experience using  Akershus Fortress as a case study for your prototype. You can design your prototype
gamified experience by either looking in deatil at one of the themes we have already explored or picking a different them of your
own.!
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Learning about
Akershus Fortress

Exploring the landscape of

Akershus Fortress

Where Are There Opportunities For Gamification?

Using the circle below identify possible opportunities for gamification within the visitor's experience of
 Akershus Fortress. We've put some suggestions based on the different themes in the mural below. 

How Can Gamification Create Solutions?

On one side of this section identify any issues visitors may face when visiting  Akershus
Fortress, and on the other side of the mural ideate how gamification could be used to create
solutions for this problems. 

Possible Problems Gamified Solutions
e.g Long waiting times to
get into the attraction

e.g Show waiting times before arrival,  create
gamified activites accsesd through an app, that
allows visitors to take part in fun competitions,
trails etc, whilst waiting. 

Creating Ideas For A Gamified Experience. 

Now that you have had a chance to really explore gamification use the boxes below to jot down some of
your ideas for a gamified experience based on your chosen theme within Akershus Fortress

e.g AR historic
ghost trail

Exploring Your Final Idea

Picking one of your ideas from above, use the section below to design a mini brief of your final idea!

What

Who

What is your gamified experience?

Who is your gamified experience for?

How are you going to deliver your gamified
experience?

How

Your Final Brief 

Your Final Brief Goes Here 😉

GALAAXY Grand Opening

This was the Grand Opening on the 12. and 13. January 2018.

Youtube

LAAX INSIDE 2018

INSIDE LAAX ist der perfekte Begleiter für dein Wintererlebnis in Flims Laax Falera. Mit der interaktiven App kaufst du in Sekundenschnelle dein Liftticket online, buchst deinen Parkplatz, rufst Live-Informationen auf oder verfolgst deine tägliche Performance auf dem Ski oder Snowboard. INSIDE ...

Youtube

DTTT's Guide To Gamification.

Mural

LAAX Gamification Case Studies:

Here at the DTTT we have done a lot of work exploring best practises from many
great destinations. LAAX is one that has really stood out to us with their
gamification straterfy. Feel free to have a look at the gamification mural template
we have made inspired by LAAX's gamification process and watch these great videos
from LAAX. 
Also if you'd like to read our whole case study on LAAX's gamification process sign
up to our launchpad here: http://bit.ly/2IdmbjA

Launchpad Materials - Digital Tourism Think Tank

Promoting Thought Leadership in Digital to the Tourism Industry

Travel

#gamification#DTTTCAMPUS  Designed with care by  DTTT

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pJfCd7ajtGA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZEtAjZnBGn4
https://app.mural.co/t/digitaltourismthinktank9732/m/digitaltourismthinktank9732/1553178693131/a74ca475566c3480e5435949584e222b5d667b00
https://www.thinkdigital.travel/content/#cases

